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Easton lay~.elaim to abandoned cemeteries
By Meg Barone
CORRESPONDENT

EASTON =: The town's
dead may rest more peacefuliy with the knowledge that
Town Clerk W. Derek Buckley has successfully advocated for change at the state
level that will lead to the restoration and maintenance of
gravesites at three of four
. abandoned
cemeteries
in
Easton.
The new state law, effective Oct. 1, will allow municipalities to take over abandoned cemeteries to provide
for their preservation
and
upkeep. Impetus for the law
came after Buckley shared
with legislators his frustrations trying to determine
• ownership of the cemeteries
and raising funds for the
work, which he estimates at
$700,000.
.
"Seven hundred thousand
dollars is a lot of money for a
small town like Easton," he
said. Buckley said he and a
handful of volunteers tried
to trace the ownership trail
using pro bat r cords and

other means, but came to a
dead end.
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He said they. attempted to
raise the money through private donations, but willing
organizations and.individuals backed away yvhen they
learned ownership
of the
burial grounds "isin question.
Neither could the town "apply
for federal grants related to
the cemeteries for the same
reason, he said.
The town initiated
an
adopf-a-grave
pr o g r am
through the Senior Citizen
Center, where individuals
would pay $50 for the renovation of a particular gravesite
and they would agree'to keep
an eye on it regarding future .
maintenance
as it became
necessary. But that would
'only provide a drop in the
bucket for the hundreds of
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gravesites at Center Street,
In June, genealogist Lisa Burghardt and Derek Buckley, chairman of the Cemetery Commission,
Lyon and Gilbertown ceme- survey the graves of Abby and Murwin W. Bradley, whose headstones have fallen off of their base.
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inflation has made it kind
of worthless," he said,
:
"Two hundred years ago
'in perpetuity' wasn't as logg
as it is today," joked Steve
Carlson, an alternate member of the town's Planning
and Zoning Commissloii.
Buckley spoke at a joint
meeting of the P&Z and the
Board of Selectmen this week
to discuss the impending legislation.
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Under the new state law;~
town must post a legal notiqe
three weeks m a row and sst
a date for a public hearing
about cemetery ownership.
If no one comes forward to
assert ownership of the cemeteries at that hearing the
town can take over either nie
cemetery as a whole or the
individual graves.
;.
The takeover is not by eminent domain, Buckley said.
"People can come along at a
later date to reassert their
ownership if they want to,
but it would give us ownership rights so we could go out
and raise money to fix th,e
cemetery," he said.
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